
Macola offers a complete end-to-end solution, however; our clients have uncovered many instances where small efficiencies 
can be gained. Over the years, Harvest Ventures has developed a library of Business Automation Tools that bridge the gaps and 
enhance the efficiency of the process.

Here we outline a set of tools that are run straight from Microsoft Excel. With a minimal amount of set-up required, you can create 
and update bulk sets of data from one, familiar Excel screen.

Item Tools -  Add and maintain commonly changing pieces of data related to Items / Inventory / Products

Tool Description

Inventory Master Files Add and 
Edit

This is a broad function tool that allows the user to enter data in Excel and create new 
record for:
Item Master
Item Location
BOM
Add New BOM 
Add New Substitute Item
Add New Kit
Add New Vendor Item
Add New Item Location
Add New Product Category
Update Prices and Costs 

Item Master MRP Maintenance
This tool will extract a list of data into an Excel spreadsheet from the Item Master. The users 
can change in Excel and update the records in the Item Master. It will update a number of 
MRP related fields.

Item Note Maintenance This tool allows the user to extract existing notes, edit them in Excel and update the notes 
table in Macola. It can add new records as well as update existing ones.

Vendor Item Maintenance Update Item Vendor Contract in Excel and update Macola.

Do you spend a lot of time updating Macola master data?
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Excel Tools have also been developed to manage sales and pricing related data modifications as well as routings and vendor 
maintenance. In addition, inventory counts can now be done from a simple Excel screen.

If you use one of Harvest Ventures’ import utilities, you may be interested in the Data Tools to quickly re-format your import file.

Sales and Pricing Tools

Tool Description

Sales Order Updater Certain fields within Macola’s Sales Order module can be updated by importing the data 
into Excel, edit and then update in Macola.

Price Code Maintenance Extract the current standard Priced Codes, edit them in Excel and Update or Append to the 
OEPRCFIL.

Currency Item Price Maintenance Display and update Currency Item Prices in Progression.

Customer Alternate Address Add Multiple alternate address codes into Progression.

BOM, Inventory Tags, Routing

Tool Description

Inventory Tag Updater Speeds up inventory counts - extracts data from the tag file, user can enter counts and then 
update the tag file in Macola. Tags are then posted normally.

Routing Maintenance Extract an existing routing, update in Excel and update or add as new routing.

Copy Routings Copy a specific routing to many other items. Extract a routing, copy it with new main num-
bers and append or update Macola.

BOM Updater Extract a BOM from Excel, edit and update or append into Macola.

Data Tools

Tool Description

Table Builder for HV Converts a file from grid to tabular format suitable for importing with various Harvest tools. 
Additional rows/columns can be added or deleted.

Split Table Excel Converts a grid format document to a row-based format for use with HV_Macola Import
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